
Digital transformation training programme
Module #3

Agile and open 
ways of working



A few  house rules before 
we start
● Make sure your name is displayed

● Keep your video on unless you have connectivity 
issues

● Mute if you're not speaking

● Don’t hesitate to ask questions by raising your hand or 
using the chat 



Where we are

1. Introduction to digital 
government

2. Human-centred design for 
digital services

3. Agile and open ways of 
working

4. Building trust in digital 
government 

5. Data: uses, opportunities and 
risks

6. Managing digital technology 
risks

7. Navigating barriers to digital 
government



1. Agile

2. Walking in the open



1. Agile

2. Walking in the open

a. The origins of agile

b. Agile service delivery in government



What does agile mean to you?

5-min group discussion



Agile means many things to 
different people.



But there’s a core set of 
principles that tie agile together.





2001 Agile manifesto for software development
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Do any of these 4 values resonate with 
you?

Can you share an anecdote of a time when 
it would have made sense to apply one of 
them in your work, or a project you were 
involved in?

10-min group discussion



A minimum viable product 
(MVP) is a version of a product 
with just enough features to be 
usable by early customers who 
can then provide feedback for 
future product development.



We Are New!

AB&B launched on 
March 3rd, 2008 
with an immediate 
goal to provide 
alternative 
accommodations 
to SXSW 
attendees. 
Attendees already 
have 80 beds to 
choose from!

Example
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Example



You think that a website for 
companies to access and bid for 
public tenders will allow more of 
them to compete.

What would an MVP look like? 

10-min activity



1. Agile

2. Walking in the open

a. The origins of agile

b. Agile service delivery in government



Agile is a way of thinking
and acting.



Core principles of agile 

● Focus on user needs
● Fail fast and learn quickly
● Deliver iteratively
● Keep planning
● Keep improving how your team works



Starting small ≠ success



Starting small = minimising the 
impact of failure 



Feedback loops and micro-failures
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Core principles of agile 

● Focus on user needs
● Fail fast and learn quickly
● Deliver iteratively
● Keep planning
● Keep improving how your team works



Waterfall

Requirements

Design

Implementation

Launch



Waterfall project management is useful when:

● Requirements are known, clear and fixed
● Technology is well understood by team 

members
● Projects are short



Service development cycle

Discovery
Design and 

development
Live

Ideate Prototype

Refine Test
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Service development cycle

Discovery Alpha Beta Live



Discovery



Alpha
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Service development cycle

Discovery Alpha Beta Live



Would you use agile or waterfall? Why?
● Build a solution to better match substitute 

teachers with vacancies
● Add a text message option to an existing 

notification system
● Tech companies regulation
● Transform the first floor of the Ministry of 

Economy into an open space

5-min activity



Core principles of agile 

● Focus on user needs
● Fail fast and learn quickly
● Deliver iteratively
● Keep planning
● Keep improving how your team works



Agile needs
multidisciplinary teams



Example



Digital service teams should 
embrace diversity.



iPhone 
health 
tracker 

in 2014 in 2022

Example



1. Agile
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b. How and why working in the open at the 
team, organisation and public levels

a. Core principles



What do you think working in the 
open means?

5-min group discussion



Core principles of working in the open

● Communicating in short, frequent updates, 
without ‘big reveals’ 
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Core principles of working in the open

● Communicating in short, frequent updates, 
without ‘big reveals’ 

● Speaking honestly, without spin

● Acknowledging that things will go wrong, 
admitting it when they do
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It’s not just about the 
destination

It’s about the “how 
we get there”



1. Agile

2. Walking in the open

b. How and why working in the open 
at the team, organisation and public 
levels

a. Core principles



Working in the open

At the team level

At the public level

At the organisation level



Standup
meetings



Show and
shares



Weeknotes



Why working in the open at the team level:
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Why working in the open at the team level:

● Build trust

● Learn through feedback

● Make governance easier



What might stop you from working 
in the open in your team?

10-min group discussion



Working in the open

At the public level

At the organisation level

At the team level



information 
radiators



Example



Why working in the open at the organisation level:

● Discover opportunities for collaboration and 
synergies



Working in the open

At the public level

At the organisation level

At the team level



blogging

Example
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Blogging good practices

● Be clear and brief. Assume that everybody is too 
busy, most of the time

● Write as you speak. Tell stories from humans to 
humans

● Focus on the work as it’s happening



sharing on 
social media

Example



coding in the open
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Hi people,

I’ve added the debate schedule 
date to the awaiting debate 
petitions view. Useful to check the 
debate date before clicking on the 
petition.

Example



Why working in the open at the public level:

● Share knowledge, ideas and code



Why working in the open at the public level:

● Share knowledge, ideas and code

● Own your narrative



What assumptions are made 
about your organisation?

And what is the narrative you’d like 
to tell? 

10-min group discussion



Why working in the open at the public level:

● Share knowledge, ideas and code

● Own your narrative

● Gain in visibility
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Why working in the open at the public level:

● Share knowledge, ideas and code

● Own your narrative

● Gain in visibility

● Attract talent

● Build trust



Next module

Building trust in digital government



This presentation has been designed using resources 
from Flaticon.com and Unsplash.com.


